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Brief Summary
Why in 2019 and not in 2011?

Algeria survived the 2011 Arab uprisings’ wave that toppled several ardent
dictators in the region. The lack of massive protests might be explained due to the
incorporation of non-violent islamists in the conventional politics and the trauma
of civil war among others. The reduction of state subsidies after the decline in
global oil prices in 2014 and Bouteflika running for a fifth term, which violates the
constitution, created significant pressure for change.

Key Challenges obstructing Democratisation

Algerian democratisation is faced with insurmountable challenges obstructing its
course. The ouster didn’t lead to profound political reform; weak opposition is not
a serious rival for the old regime which is still clinging onto power and the
military’s role in civilian politics is a huge impediment which heavily undermines
any attempts of democratisation.

Implications for EU security

On its part, the EU should look at the failed/troublesome schemes for
post-uprising political reform in MENA with some concern as it’s highly likely to
spill over into diminishing EU security. By supporting political reform in Algeria,
the EU is seeking its own self-interest through positing a public image of an
international actor that cares for the spread of democracy and combating
autocratic rule, an image consistent with European values of freedom and justice.
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Introduction
Like other MENA countries that saw massive protests ousting long-term dictators,

the 2019 uprising in Algeria raised expectations on a nascent democratisation

path. Rebels were vehemently calling for radical change to uproot the entire

system, not just Bouteflika, who served as President of Algeria until 2019. After

almost three years since his ousting from power, Algeria is still struggling with a

very stagnant process of political reform. Particularly, Algerian democratisation is

faced with two key challenges: weakened opposition, and role of the military in

civilian politics.

This analysis argues that the current situation in Algeria holds potential negative

implications for European Union (EU) security, while recommending that certain

efforts should be exerted towards promoting political reform. After discussing the

factors that led to the 2019 uprising, which were largely missing during the wave

of 2011 Arab uprisings, key challenges obstructing the prospect for

democratisation in Algeria are examined at some length and finally the

implications thereof for EU security interests are addressed.

1.Why in 2019 and not in 2011?

Bouteflika’s ouster in 2019 came as a surprise as the country survived the 2011

wave of Arab uprisings, the wave that led to ousters in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and

Yemen respectively. Back in 2011, it was quite bewildering why Algeria, which saw

only some limited protests of small scale, didn’t follow the lead of these four fellow

MENA countries. After all, it harboured the same root factors, which led to protests

and ousters to economic hardships (unemployment, poverty, inflation, etc.) and

deeply-entrenched repressive structures and practices. The limited Algerian

protests of 2011 didn’t lead to any radical political change, and Bouteflika

remained in power for another eight years. Yet, this lack of massive protests might

find some explanation in the following: on one hand specific factors, such as the

incorporation of non-violent Islamists in conventional politics after the civil war,

the trauma of the latter as well as that of the 1988 bread riots earlier and some

progress in Berber cultural rights, made massive and persistent protests in 2011
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unlikely and on the other hand some other factors, that evolved between

2011-2019, such as the constitutional amendments, in 2016, limiting presidency to

two terms, the 2014 decline in oil prices and the ailing health condition of

Bouteflika around the time of his fourth term candidacy, boosted the prospect for

these protests to take place. This section offers a brief account of these factors

and how they hold some explanation of the Algerian uprising.

1.a 2011 Protests of Limited Scale and Consequences

Algeria is a country that long suffered from high rates of poverty and

unemployment (Achy, 2013). Compared to other oil-producing countries, Algeria is

very poor. In the decade from 1986 to 1995, poor Algerians rose from 8.1% to 14.1%

of the population (Jdaitawi et al., 2014, 50). In 1999, the unemployment rate was

above 25% (Egset, 2000, 30). In 1990-2010, Algeria’s unemployment rate was

higher than several other MENA countries, including Egypt, Syria and Tunisia

(MENA-OECD Investment Programme, 2011, 37). The IMF praised the

government's measures in education and infrastructure but maintained that

unemployment was still high in 2011, with more than 20% of the youth jobless

(IMF Survey, 2011 ).

In 2015, the Algerian League for the Defence of Human Rights claimed that

around 35% of the population lived under the poverty line, with rising numbers

seeking migration (14 Million under Poverty, 2015). Compared to MENA

oil-producing countries, Algeria’s GDP per capita isn’t impressive. In 2018, while

some oil-producing Arab countries — Qatar, Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates and

Saudi Arabia- ranked within the top 15 on a global scale, Algeria ranked 87, and it

didn’t score much higher than some MENA countries that were swept by popular

uprisings in 2011: Egypt was 97, Tunisia 102 and Libya 107 (Ventura, 2019).

Repressive politics were never out of the game, typical autocratic practices of

rigged elections, voter intimidation and lack of alternation of power were all in

place. In 1988, protests against soaring prices were utterly quelled by the military

(Brumberg, 1991, 59-60; Allouche 2016 respectively). The black decade added a

new dimension to repressive politics as security forces were reportedly acting as
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Islamist militants to promote a sense of fear among citizens and accordingly

augment their need for state protection (Ryan 2010; Speetjens, 2017).

Nonetheless, several factors helped curb/tone down the high extent of dissent in

2011 and spared Bouteflika the ouster back then. For one thing, both Islamists and

Berbers were not in a situation to have big interest in fomenting the protests.

After the civil war, non-violent Islamists were mostly allowed to establish political

parties and play electoral politics (Morsy, 2017). Berber cultural demands already

received significant attention in state legislations and policies, prominent among

them was the 2016 recognition of Berber as an official national language in the

Algerian constitution (Aidi, 2016), which made it inconceivable for them to

promote large-scale protests against the Bouteflika regime. After all, it’s a minority

and a radical change of government doesn’t necessarily improve their status.

Meanwhile, Islamist militancy, though reduced after the civil war in massiveness

and frequency, still constituted a major threat to national security (Counter

Extremism Project, n.d.). Although there is no sufficient evidence that it was part

of the calculation, it might have repelled protesters from escalating the upheaval

to the benefit of militancy and chaos. Note also that Algerians protested

frequently in the years preceding the 2011 protest wave. For instance, in 2010, riot

police reportedly intervened thousands of times and on an average of 18 times a

day in the first half of 2011 (Allouche, 2016); dissent, thus, wasn’t boiling

underneath as it seemingly found some outlet through these frequent

riots/protests. Finally, the fear of the military crushing dissent was inevitably

profound at that time. The memory of the 1988 bread riots and the civil war was

still vivid among the public (Ouitis, 2019). The likelihood that the military wouldn’t

stand still and would rather intervene was quite high, let alone that there were no

clues that it would side with protesters against the ruling regime, especially that

the military was reputably part of the country’s political elite (see i.e.: Metz (ed.),

1994; Stratfor, 2019). As mentioned above, the 2011 protests were limited in scale

and didn’t result in any serious reshuffling of the ruling regime.

1.b 2019  Massive protests Ousting Bouteflika:
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When Bouteflika announced that he would run for a fifth term, outraged

protesters took to the streets in large numbers and persistently called for him to

resign. Attempts to dismantle the protests without ousting the latter all went in

vain; late March 2019, Chief General of Staff Ahmed Gaid Salah announced the

president was unfit to rule and within days Bouteflika resigned (Cordall, 2019).

Even if things seemed straightforward as the resignation came only after the

military, through this statement, publicly let go of Bouteflika, the ouster made it a

bit intriguing to explore the factors that promoted large scale protests in 2019.

Skimming through the years stretching between 2011 and 2019, Algerian politics

saw three key developments that fueled revolt at the time of the ouster:

First, the 2014 fall in global oil prices put strong pressure on state capacity to offer

subsidies in Algeria; after a trade deficit of $13 billion in 2015, the government cut

down subsidies on power and fuel (Nield, 2016). This invoked austerity measures in

a country that has long been known for its socialist policies and which spent

millions of US dollars on offering price reductions on basic goods and services

(see Addi, 1995).

Second, Bouteflika was visibly sick around the time of his fourth term candidacy,

suffering a stroke in 2013 that severely affected his capacity to campaign and left

him with clear physical difficulties affecting his speech and motion; his health

condition stayed largely feeble during this fourth term (Chikhi, 2018).

Lastly, the constitution was amended in 2016 restricting the presidency to two

terms (Art.88, 2016). So, in 2019, when it became clear Bouteflika was still clinging

to his position, the urge to overthrow the regime became significant. In a capsule,

it was an old physically-incompetent president who was defying the amended

constitution in a country where people were struggling with the effects of the

relative decline in state subsidies that helped significant portions of the citizenry

to survive the ailments of poverty and unemployment. Of course, the prospect of

the military quelling protests couldn’t be excluded; rebels simply took their odds

with it because they wanted to uproot the system so eagerly that they let go of

their fears and take their chances with the military, a typical concern for almost

every uprising against an autocratic regime.
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2. Key Challenges obstructing Democratisation

As stated earlier, Algerian political reform has been quite stagnant since

Bouteflika’s ouster with no clear signs for a boost in the short run. This stagnation

could be attributed to two key elements/challenges that concern the weakened

opposition and the Military in civilian politics.

2a. Weak/end Opposition

During the 2019 uprising, Algerian opposition capitalised on the massive protests,

even though it didn’t evidently initiate them. Different opposition groups

participated in an effort to keep the zeal and articulate demands for political

reform (see Khettab, 2019; Ismail, 2019). After ousting Bouteflika, it seemed as if

rebels were relentlessly seeking profound eradication of the old regime and Hirak,

the leading rebel movement, could attain some immediate concessions like the

2019 trials, and jail sentences, for conspiring against the state and the military, of

key pre-2011 elite members, such as Said Bouteflika (brother of the ousted

president), General Mohamed Mediene and General Athmane Tartag, former

intelligence figures (Bhatt, 2021).

But as the case in autocratic settings, opposition was utterly weakened through

repressive practices of the successive pre-2011 regimes and couldn’t establish itself

as a stronghold for post-2019 reform demands. Today, the different opposition

parties/movements aren’t, by any means, serious rivals to old-regime counterparts

and there is hardly any prospect for their modest political weight to improve as

long as elements from the old regime keep dominating Algerian politics.

In this respect, one can safely argue the old regime isn’t gone, at least not for now.

In 2019, presidential runners had some connection to the Bouteflika rule (Algeria

Election, 2019). The 2021 parliamentary elections were equally revealing: the

establishment National Liberation Front (FLN) came first in shares of votes and

seats and pre-2011 Islamist parties, such as the Movement of Peace for Society

(MSP) also took part and won seats (Algeria’s Establishment, 2021).
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Moreover, freedom and fairness of these elections were in doubt, as reports of

ballot boxes being ransacked surfaced (Turnout at Lowest, 2021), let alone the

large-scale prosecution of Hirak activists prior to these elections (Rachidi, 2021).

Rachad, a vocal regime opponent, and the Movement for the Self-Determination

of Kabylie (MAK), have been recently (May 2021) labeled terrorist organizations by

the High Security Council (HSC), and were subsequently barred (Algeria: Marked

Regression, 2021). In a capsule, Algeria’s democratic transition seems at a huge

loss, while the roots of the old regime remain very present.

2.b Military in Civilian Politics

Post-2019 Algeria is faced with an intricate impediment to its democratisation

scheme, which is the military’s willingness to have a say in politics, namely, to

affect the course of civilian politics. The military has long been known as a

member, an important one indeed, of the political elite in Algeria; its role

fluctuated over time but it was an integral component/element of the elite

structure for long decades (Metz (ed.), 1994). Like with the Tunisian and Egyptian

uprisings, at the time of the ouster, the military took an overt leading role in

putting an end to Bouteflika’s rule with the aforementioned announcement by

Chief General Salah.

As much as ending Bouteflika’s presidency was a victory against long-standing

autocratic structures, a benevolent or pro-reform disposition on the part of the

military can not simply be evinced. With no clues on prior military plans, or even

preference, to end Bouteflika’s rule before the 2019 protests, the March

announcement was most likely a move to dismantle popular dissent and save the

rest of the old regime from ensuing pressure for more profound political change.

Typically, it’s very challenging to figure out the exact role played by the military in

running civilian politics or controlling the political sphere in autocratic settings,

especially when combined with a weak rule of law.

Yet, based on Algeria’s republican history, there are no clear-cut and strict

boundaries keeping it out of civilian politics; it always seemed willing to interfere
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in the latter. Stark instances include: Taking over the presidency by Colonel Houari

Boumediene, who sent the civilian Ahmed Ben Bella to prison in 1965 (Metz (ed.),

1994). Two years later, in 1967, he himself was the subject of a failed coup by fellow

generals (Houari Boumediene, n.d.). During the civil war, power was largely within

the security establishment, and in the 2000s, the military influenced

appointments and party politics (Tlemçani, 2008, 4). More generally, it has alway

been “the locus of power”, and all governments were allegedly accountable to it

(Ghanem, 2019).

Needless to say, military intervention in civilian politics usually poses a serious

challenge to democratic transition and holds the potential to sabotage any

significant progress on the latter, simply because militaries control arms and

without strong institutional checks, they can take things into their own hands to

guard their interests, to the detriment of democratisation.

3.Implications for EU security

The way Algerian politics stands right now tells much about its feeble prospect for

democratisation in the near future. On its part, the EU should look at the

failed/troublesome schemes for post-uprising political reform in MENA with some

concern as it’s highly likely to spill over into diminishing EU security. Islamist

militants residing in, trained and/or in logistical connection with MENA countries

have attacked EU countries on numerous occasions during the past two decades

(Hussein, 2021). Although there is no one dominant logic/explanation to grasp the

phenomenon, one account holds that radical Islam is the byproduct of autocracy

and economic hardships (Zakaria, 2016). Thus, by supporting political reform in

Algeria, the EU is seeking its own self-interest by positing a public image of an

international actor that cares for the spread of democracy and combating

autocratic rule, an image consistent with European values of freedom and justice.

Meanwhile, refugees from MENA have been posing some pressure on EU

decision-making and triggered significant resentment among some EU member

states which aren't content with the flux of refugees they have to accommodate
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as part of the Common European Asylum system (CEAS, n.d.). Reportedly, Europe

receives tens of thousands of refugees every year (Refugee and Migrant Crisis,

2021); and it was the first destination for MENA migrants, after intra-regional

migration, counting for about a third of their total number worldwide in 2015

(International Organisation for Migration, 2016). In 2020, Algeria was one of the top

15 nationalities seeking asylum (first-time applicants) to Europe and counted for

about tenth (10.6%) of EU irregular border crossing (Statistics on Migration to

Europe, n.d).

Moreover, desperate to flee their suffering, in 2021, MENA refugees used a

non-typical route to enter EU countries through Belarus after controls over typical

routes through Southern Europe were tightened (Osiewicz, 2021). As commonly

known, the far-right feeds on this flow to boost anti-immigration sentiments in

elections in European countries, including Germany, France, Switzerland, Austria

and the Netherlands, just to name a few (Mishra, 2021). Hence, the implications of

EU refugee policies on the rise of Europe’s far right became central to scholarly

debates on identity politics in Europe (Davis & Deole, 2017), especially that, at one

point, the Brexit (Mueller & Robins, 2021) scenario loomed replicable across the EU

(Harlan, 2019).

The simple logic remains that MENA socio-economic hardships pose more

pressure on the EU to receive and accommodate refugees. Again, it remains in

the EU self-interest to alleviate the suffering in these counties through pushing

for political reform, especially that there is a strand in theory that relates

autocracies to practices of corruption (see Adsera et al, 2003, 447-9), a misconduct

that can exacerbate economic challenges (Gupta et al., 1998). Put differently,

combating autocratic rule and associated corruption hold some potential to

better economic conditions, at least the part that is genuinely instigated by

autocratic settings.

As an international entity of undeniable global soft power, the EU can pressure

the Algerian state into adopting political reform. In general, MENA countries,

including Algeria, care to maintain good and friendly relations to the EU and this

is the key to push for political reform…The EU signed a trade agreement with

Algeria in 2002 and it went into force in 2005, an agreement that set out a
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framework to regulate all fields of their mutual relations (EU-Algeria Association

Agreement, n.d). In addition, the EU allocated 125 million Euros to bilateral

assistance with Algeria (2018-2020), under the European Neighbourhood

Instrument (ENI); the funding covers areas like economic diversification, energy

and democracy (Countries and Regions: Algeria, n.d.). Currently, two key areas

where the EU is offering aid/financing to Algeria are: humanitarian (The European

Union Continues, 2021) and scientific/technological (Bedouani, 2021).

It goes without saying that the EU shouldn’t cut down or off humanitarian aid but

the EU can always use its other forms of assistance and/or its bilateral agreements

with the Algerian government to lever for political reform, associating the

application of such agreements to a set of specific indicators to use as criteria to

be fulfilled. In a similar vein, it can use future agreements as incentives to

promote political reform, using the latter as a threshold to conclude them. In

other words, the EU should, and very well could, redefine and augment the

weight of political reform in its bilateral relations with post-Bouteflika Algeria, to

give a much-needed push out of the current stalemate.

The practice of conditionality isn't new to the EU, it was used more than once in

its enlargement plans, where European countries aspiring to join the regional

entity had to meet certain criteria of political and economic reforms -mostly- to

progress towards EU accession (Waken, 2013). Most recently, the EU adopted a

different application of conditionality (December 2020), through a European

Council Conclusion, known as the Conditionality Regulation, which aims at

combating law backsliding by EU member states. The regulation allows the EU to

withhold its budget payments for states violating Rule of Law, particularly

violations that affect or risk affecting the EU management of its funds. Although

these conclusions are not legally binding and will have to be reviewed for

conformity to EU law by the Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU), the EU parliament

is redefining the scope of application of this new regulation (Jeney, 2021). Thus,

the EU can use its international and regional prestige along with bilateral

agreements with non-EU countries to push for political reform outside the

continent.
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Conclusion

Algeria survived the 2011 Arab uprisings’ wave that toppled several ardent

dictators in Tunisia, Egypt and Yemen, but massive protests in 2019 abruptly

ousted Bouteflika, a long-time dictator, who served four terms in about twenty

years, after he was publicly declared unfit to rule by the Algerian military. Specific

factors were at play both times, in 2011 to dismantle large-scale protests and in

2019 to foment them.

Before the ouster, Berbers and Islamists were not adamant on overthrowing the

ruling regime. Certain Berber cultural rights’ demands were met and Islamists,

which opted for non-violence, were mostly co-opted. Additionally, memories of

the 1988 bread riots’ blood-shed and the ‘black decade’ were not remote in the

public memory and may have had an impact on lacking popular willingness to

revolt. After 2011, some pressure was incrementally mounting for economic and

political reasons, including for example the decline in global oil prices in 2014

which led to reductions in state subsidies and Bouteflika running for a fifth term,

which was conceived popularly as being in violation of the 2016 constitutional

amendment. His ailing health may also have contributed, during the candidacy

period, towards infuriating much of the Algerian masses, including younger

generations.

After the ouster, hopes were high and rebels aspired for more profound reforms

but three years later, Algerian democratisation is faced with insurmountable

challenges obstructing its course. Opposition is not in good shape and the

military is not remotely eliminated from state-decision-making. In conclusion,

nothing at this point in time is indicative of serious political reform. Algerians are

still suffering politically and economically and due to geographic proximity, such a

situation can very well translate into pressure on EU security both in terms of

transnational Islamist radicalization, as well as socio-economic induced migration

pressure. Refugee flux from MENA is a serious challenge and the wide-spread

suffering is fueling demand for asylum in Europe, and an elevated militant threat

that thrives on socio-economic hardships across the MENA region, which in turn

is utilised as a breeding ground for recruitment.
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Subsequently, EU policy-makers could benefit from promoting Algerian

democratisation, pushing it out of its current stalemate. Using aid and penalties,

the current Algerian regime might react positively and the EU, through this effort,

would boost a public image of standing for long-held European ideals, side by

side with promoting its own security.
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